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Introduction
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Companies are under constant pressure to make the
right decisions and often require information on their
products and assets to come to the right conclusions.
Digital twins are “virtual representations” of physical
objects. The only reason for their virtual existence is to
enable better and faster decision-making.

Therefore, Ginkgo Management Consulting wants to
highlight the potential of Digital twins to make better
decisions and how to use them. This whitepaper contains
illustrative examples to explain the use and benefits of
digital twins in various fields.

Lars Godzik
Founding Partner, Ginkgo Management Consulting
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Digital Twin? It is all about making better decisions
Digital twins have been there since the advent
of product lifecycle management and enterprise
resource planning systems. Every master data
record of an equipment can be considered an,
albeit very basic, digital twin, only holding some
general information like asset name and location.
On the other side of the continuum, there are
hardly any limits. Companies create sophisticated
digital twins that can be used to integrate all kinds
of data into one model, enabling state of the art
digital innovations (e.g. augmented reality) as well
as advanced business capabilities like predictive
maintenance based on asset simulation. And while
both extremes do not have much in common, it
is very easy to confuse them due to their shared
name and the recently high popularity of this term.
Therefore, it is crucial to understand the specific
scenarios for which a digital twin is to be used
and derive the right setup. Consider a typical
manufacturing value chain - a number of decision
points come to mind which could be improved by realtime and specific asset information (see Figure 1).

Each decision will require different information
about the asset. Standardizing products requires
solid understanding of the specifications,
operational performance and dependencies of
different components within the relevant asset.
Ordering spare parts requires a link between an
installed asset and a spare parts list supplemented
by e.g. the remaining life time of the asset which
determines the needed durability of the spare part.
The term “Digital Twin” can be somewhat misleading,
as several of the decisions outlined above may
need to be taken before the physical asset has
been constructed; the digital twin is born before its
physical sibling. It is based on a generic product model
enriched with historical data. Moreover, the twin
holds different levels of detail through its lifecycle.
Furthermore, it is rather a digital shadow since the
objective is not to mirror every possible aspect of an
asset but to provide the crucial information required
for specific decisions.

Exemplary Decisions…
• Decide price based on
• Which components to
performance
standardize
• How to optimize performance • What options to offer to
customers
• How to improve
• What information to share
documentation
with customer

Decision

• How to optimize lead times
• Which product variant to
produce
• How to improve quality

• When to do service
• Which extra service to offer
• Which spare parts to order

… A c r o s s t h e Va l u e C h a i n …
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Figure 1: : Decision points in manufacturing value chain (Source: Ginkgo Research, 2018)
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Illustrative example
Let’s take a simplified example from the Wind
Industry: How to decide on the price of wind
turbines and the respective service based on a digital
twin setup. This decision is the core of the value
creation and retention strategy of any market player.
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Setting a price range
Among several other variables, the standard
price range is based on the target costs of the
turbine components contained in the overall product
structure. This product structure can be understood
as a generic digital twin representing a group of similar
wind turbines. It should also enable the simulation
of the turbine performance based on historical as
well as physical modelling data. A price containing
a reasonable profit margin can only be determined
once the potential output of the turbine has been
estimated sufficiently. Furthermore, expected service
visits and related potential service revenue need
to become part of the equation to determine the
right balance between turbine and service pricing.

2

Incorporate site characteristics
When an OEM and a customer enter into
sales negotiation, they will discuss prices
based on a specific location for a future power
plant. This will give the OEM the opportunity to
incorporate more specific site data into the digital
twin like expected wind regime, construction cost
and regulatory requirements impacting the technical
configuration. The price range becomes more
specific and the generic digital twin is transformed
into individual, site specific digital twins for each
individual wind turbine in scope: The twins are born.

3

Adjust to turbine configuration
Negotiations continue and the customer
selects specific configurations for the
turbines, providing the possibility to create yet
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more specific digital twins and obtaining a more
granular view on the cost structure and performance
forecasts, e.g. how selecting automatic de-icing
for a turbine changes the potential service cost in
relation to the higher yield during icy conditions.
Provided that the sale is closed, the turbines will
be produced and erected at the site. During this
process, the digital twin will be augmented with
more information regarding its physical sibling.

4

Monitor cost and performance
The determination of price ranges is a
continuous process that should be supported
by actual data on the performance of the turbines and,
therefore, their value to the customers as well as the
service cost for the installed components. In Europe,
more and more contracts are awarded in auctions
and it is crucial for OEMs to understand their cost
structure in the most detail possible to define their
minimum viable sales price. In addition, OEMs need
to analyze prices and their fluctuations on the local
energy markets to also incorporate the revenue which
customers expect into their price determination.

5

Refine Price Range
There must be a process in place to
feedback the experience from the actual
power plants into the strategic price determination
process. One important input are the warranty
cases handled by the service area. Are the incidents
pointing to a general design error which must
be addressed and which can impact the price?
Learnings from the field should be used to improve
the design models of a wind turbine closing the
loop from the actual to the generic digital twin.
This example gives an indication of the potential
complexity of the data structures required for
deploying a fully functional digital twin. The most
important ones are listed in the lower part of figure 2.
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Deciding on the Price Determinants for a Wind Turbine…
• How to set target cost
• What should be the profit
margin for product sales
• What revenue and profit
targets are set for service

Decision

• How to incorporate local
requirements into price
• How to adjust the price based
on expected turbine output
• How to price different options
and variants of the turbine

• How to adjust prices based on
actual performance
• How to deal with warranty
cases

…Facilitated by a Standard Process…
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Figure 2: Specifying the price of a wind turbine (Source: Ginkgo Research, 2018)

Another layer of complexity can be added on the frontend site as the whole process could be supported by a
graphical user interface based on CAD models showing
the wind turbine with price tags, configuration
details and additional options, incorporated into
the whole site and based on geographical maps,
offering also a specific view for customers, etc.
However, many business areas require the same
core set of data. For example, once the CAD models
are available and fully consistent with the product
structures in the different areas like production or
service bill of materials, they can be used in various
scenarios to provide a graphical representation
of an asset and add area specific information.
Some economies of scope can, therefore, be
expected when targeting different business
areas and decisions at the same time but the
implementation can still easily become a challenge.
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Digital Twins Initiatives are not for Beginners
IT initiatives frequently fail to address core business
requirements. New data is created but not used,
features become available not being needed. This
risk is especially relevant when it comes to digital
initiatives that go across different areas of an
organization and require a solid data foundation.

have been ‘surviving’ without high quality data for
years by setting up their own Excel sheets?
Drawing on various client engagements in several
industries, we recommend the following approach:
•

Establish business interest: Create easyto-understand, business-driven digital twin
projects to act as light houses.

•

Create the data foundation: Foster a culture
of clean data and set up low profile IT projects
to improve the enterprises data foundation

•

Get senior management on board: Market
the disruptive potential of a cross value chain
digital twin setup to senior management.
Make sure that digital twin initiatives are part
of the overall strategic agenda.

This is certainly true for Digital Twins:
Cross-company alignment: Digital Twins are
relevant across the whole value chain as they have
a potential to create benefits in all core areas of a
company. This leads to a need to align the setup
of a digital twin foundation with stakeholders in
different departments. A basic example is the need
to base digital product models for design verification
in development on performance data of assets in
the field provided by service. To create a solid data
foundation for sharing product data between these
two players can already require a major initiative
in itself and many companies have struggled in this
area
Data Foundation: The important point here is that
the more information gets integrated into a digital
twin setup the more consistent data models and
high-quality data are required. For sure, there is a
lot of disruptive potential when reaching higher
maturity levels of digital twins.
However, becoming able to integrate various different
data sources into one consistent representation of
an asset require well planned activities in areas like
data modeling, data quality management, system
integration as well as IT and asset monitoring
operations. What makes the basic data foundation
a classic challenge in IT portfolio management is the
lack of business benefits that can be attributed to a
specific business area. To clean up master data can
be quite expensive and the benefits would be spread
across the whole value chain so what would make
one business area willing to bear the cost if they
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The described example made transparent that
a digital twin is subject to several evolutionary
development stages in its lifecycle. Moreover, the
twin needs to support the right decision making at
the right point in time. Many of the decisions do not
require all the data provided by a fully-fledged digital
twin. A digital shadow - a less detailed but also less
complex variant - is sufficient. Therefore, one needs
to carefully consider which details to include and
which to leave out, making guidance in this process
a vital asset.
A fully detailed digital twin is not a value in itself;
most certainly it is very costly. So, why not start with
a digital shadow tailor-made to support your core
business decisions?

?
?
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